CMCE Meeting on 15.-17.06.06 in Oslo

03.09.2006

Conclusion of our workshop „Learning Network“
Presentation of Ståle Tangestuen

Base of discussion has been “Learning process in the CMCE-project”
Following you will find results of 2 workshops, based on the questionnaire of the
handout:
Workshop 1:
What have we learned during the seminars?
-

a lot of different marketing strategies
different cultures, countries and systems of education
different experiences of each participant
how to integrate the usual “business (commercial) marketing” into the
educational systems and also in non-profit systems

How have we learned?
-

lectures from experts
lectures from participants
workshops
discussions (informal learning)
visiting the institutions
learning methods (for example brainstorming)

Which method, regarding the learning outcome, has been the better one,
presentation and workshops or lectures?
-

-

preference was, having a theoretical lecture for the topic and afterwards it has
been very efficient to discuss the inputs in a workshop or to process some
tasks
it was important to have the structure or the frame of the input

In what way does commitment influence the project on the learning process?
-

Commitment of each participant triggers something.

-

For the future workshops we compiled the following:
o To stay in touch with all participants regularly
o To collect topics for the next meeting, proposals from all members are
appreciated
o To inform all members about the topics before the meeting starts
o To distribute tasks to all members for the next meeting, so they can
prepare themselves and they are concerned about the topics
o To create a report (all participants) to guarantee a postprocessing
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Workshop 2:

We worked a long the questions “What have we learned during the seminar” and
“How have we learned”.

Thinking of we came all from different countries, with different values, experiences
and how to handle the work in our schools or social – educational institutions, we
share one spirit of being one group learning from each other. The main point is to
treat each other in a way, you fell equal. There is no group or person who is standing
above the other one.

Also we realised that the CMCE – project gives us the opportunity, to learn from our
hand, heart and head, holistic learning we called that type of method. You
understand things better if you be able to fell them or touch them, to let those things
in your heart (emotional) and at least use the brain.

Besides learning from experiences, lecturing, seminar and workshops it is also very
important that we learned in a kind of culture way. For example, in Auvillar, when we
celebrated our last evening in the wine – yard, danced through the night. That’s also
a kind of learning – experience witch belongs to our learning – process in the CMCE
– project.

So we do learned a lot about different types of educations, advising, marketing
strategies, but even more important is the way to learn from each other, to share
culture moments, whether during dancing, singing, sitting together or going for
sightseeing.

We hope this opportunity to meet each other will continue in the future!!
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